Comparative reliability of proton spectroscopy techniques designed to improve detection of J-coupled metabolites.
Improved detection of J-coupled neurometabolites through the use of modified proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy (1H-MRS) techniques has recently been reported. TE-averaged point-resolved spectroscopy (PRESS) uses the J modulation effects by averaging FIDs with differing echo times to improve detection of glutamate, while standard PRESS detection of glutamate can be improved by using an appropriate single echo determined from J-modulation simulations. In the present study, the reliabilities of TE-averaged PRESS, standard PRESS with TE = 40 ms, and standard PRESS with TE = 30 ms in detecting metabolite levels in the cingulate gyrus of the human brain at 3T were compared in six subjects. TE-averaged PRESS measures showed a mean variability of 9% for N-acetyl aspartate, choline, and creatine, compared with < 4% for the 30- and 40-ms PRESS techniques. The coefficients of variation for glutamate were 10%, 7%, and 5% for TE-averaged, 30-ms, and 40-ms PRESS, respectively. PRESS with a TE of 40 ms also demonstrated improved reliability for GABA and glutamine concentrations. These results show that with the appropriate selection of echo time standard PRESS can be a reliable (1)H-MRS technique for the measurement of J-coupled neurometabolites in the human brain and, moreover, compares favorably with at least one J-edited technique.